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Abstract: Low-cost particle sensors have proven useful in applications such as source apportionment,
health, and reactivity studies. The benefits of these instruments increase when used in parallel, as
exemplified with a 3-month long deployment in an urban background site. Using two lung-deposited
surface area (LDSA) instruments, a low-cost method was developed to assess the solid component of
an aerosol by applying a catalytic stripper to the inlet stream of one LDSA instrument, resulting in
only the solid fraction of the sample being measured (LDSAc). To determine the semi-volatile fraction
of the sample, the LDSAC was compared to the LDSA without a catalytic stripper, thus measuring
all particles (LDSAN ). The ratio of LDSA (LDSAC /LDSAN ) was used to assess the fraction of solid
and semi-volatile particles within a sample. Here, a low ratio represents a high fraction of semivolatile particles, with a high ratio indicating a high fraction of solid particles. During the 3-month
urban background study in Birmingham, UK, it is shown that the LDSA ratios ranged from 0.2–0.95
indicating a wide variation in sources and subsequent semi-volatile fraction of particles. A black
carbon (BC) instrument was used to provide a low-cost measure of LDSA to BC ratio. Comparatively,
the LDSA to BC ratios obtained using low-cost sensors showed similar results to high-cost analyses
for urban environments. During a high LDSAC /LDSAN ratio sampling period, representing high
solid particle concentrations, an LDSA to BC probability distribution was shown to be multimodal,
reflecting urban LDSA to BC ratio distributions measured with laboratory-grade instrumentation.
Here, a low-cost approach for data analyses presents insight on particle characteristics and insight
into PM composition and size, useful in source apportionment, health, and atmospheric studies.
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1. Introduction
Long-term health effects have been associated with exposure to atmospheric particle
mass (PM), specifically with a decline in cardiovascular and respiratory health [1,2]. These
particles include metals, organic material, gaseous constituents that contribute to semivolatile particles, and black carbon (BC), which is the primary component of PM [3].
Because BC contributes significantly to PM, BC regulations and limitation guidelines have
been adopted [4]. However, individual particle characteristics (i.e., size, surface area, semivolatile composition, etc.) can induce different health and environmental consequences.
For example, particles with diameters less than 2.5 µm are known to be able to penetrate
deep into the lungs, and the chemical composition of the penetrated particles influences
their ultimate health effects [5–8]. Not only is the surface area of atmospheric particles
important for understanding how these particles interact with human health, but it is also
an important metric for understanding atmospheric aggregation and condensation [9].
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Supersites and large research centres equipped with laboratory instruments have
helped with these long-term toxicological, epidemiological, and environmental studies [10,11]. However, the instrumentation at these sites is well-suited for semi-permanent
studies and cannot be transported to new and interesting environments. Additionally, the
suite of instruments housed in these locations cost GBP 100,000 s, limiting their application with economically restricted laboratories and facilities. However, particle sensors are
becoming more economical for mass and surface area determination, and studies have
compared the accuracy of these high-cost, laboratory instruments to low-cost, handheld
particle sensors at these supersites. It has been shown that the lower cost instruments are
able to achieve a detection accuracy around 75% for BC and lung deposited surface area
(LDSA) while being a fraction of the cost and size as the laboratory instruments [12–14].
Individually, the lower cost particle sensors have been shown to provide reliable
data for environmental and urban health studies and are accessible to a broader community [15–17]. By using multiple low-cost devices in parallel with each other, additional
particle characteristics can be extracted. The low-cost sensors provide one particle characteristic per device, such as PM, which is often represented by BC measurements, or average
particle surface area (LDSA). However, by sampling an aerosol using both instruments,
both the BC and LDSA of a sampled aerosol can be determined. Previous studies have
shown how various metrics from laboratory grade instruments, such as LDSA and BC, can
be used in conjunction to assess particle source and particle characteristic information.
A recent study by Lepistö et al., measured the correlation and ratios of LDSA to BC
using high-cost, laboratory grade instruments. Their findings showed that BC and LDSA
had varying correlation coefficients depending on the environment they were sampling and
that pollutants can agglomerate onto BC while remaining at sizes that are able to penetrate
deep into the lungs. From this, it was concluded that the link between BC and LDSA is
important for understanding the health implications of particles, as well as determining
their source [18]. An additional study, using different high-cost laboratory instrumentation,
supports this relationship analysing urban BC and LDSA in relation to each other [19].
However, to the authors’ knowledge, LDSA to BC ratios have yet to be reported in the
literature using low-cost instruments. Here, a more economical approach to determining
these ratios is shown, allowing this new metric to be acquired by a broader community.
Additionally, low-cost sensors have not been used to extract evidence about the semivolatile fraction of particles. Research has shown that semi-volatile compounds condense
onto non-volatile, solid particles or nucleate to form new particles [20]. Currently, the
nucleated or condensed particles can only be determined using laboratory grade instrumentation and requires a large working area to perform these studies [20]. By introducing a
device that removes these semi-volatile compounds from particles, researchers can start to
gain valuable information about the particles in a variety of environments. Catalytic strippers (CS) have primarily been used for measuring raw exhaust particles from combustion
engines and has been shown to effectively remove the semi-volatile component particles
for both internally and externally mixed aerosols [21,22]. A CS removes the semi-volatile
fraction of a sample by evaporating the semi-volatile component (350 ◦ C), oxidizing the
organic species, and allows the solid aerosol fraction to pass through to be detected by any
particle detector. By passing an aerosol stream through a CS prior to a particle instrument,
only the solid fraction of the particle will remain, providing insight into particle origins and
health implications. The work presented here builds on previous uses of the CS but applies
it in a novel urban context sampling ambient air rather than direct tailpipe emissions.
The objective of the work presented here was to provide a low-cost mechanism to
determine valuable health and environmental information from metrics such as LDSA to
BC ratios and to explore new techniques that assess only the solid fraction of particles. By
using multiple low-cost sensors in parallel with and without a CS, the semi-volatile data
can also be deduced to give information relevant to source apportionment and general
atmospheric composition studies. Additionally, advancements from this work allows
for greater insight into PM composition and size. It adds to the repertoire of low-cost
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Sampling took place from 24 January 2020 to 12 March 2020, prior to any COVID-19
restrictions. During this time, temperatures ranged from −2 to 8 ◦ C with relative humidity
ranging from 60–100%. Wind direction and speed was variable throughout the campaign.
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The second LDSA instrument was not subject to the CS and therefore measured all particles
reporting as the average LDSAN . LDSAN includes the semi-volatile particles, as well as
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the solid particles. The MA200 provided BC information (0–1 mg BC/m3 ) and sampled at
150 mL/min using DualSpot© loading compensation mode [26]. The sample is deposited
onto an internal filter cartridge and IR light (880 nm) and UV light (375 nm) are directed
through the sample on the filter and into a detector on the other side of the sample. The
amount of light absorbed from the sample is proportional to the BC or brown carbon
(BrC) concentration. Previously, it has been reported that the light attenuation in the UV
wavelength of the MA200 is more sensitive to the particle composition than the absorption
for solid BC species and can overestimate the BrC fraction of a sample yet can give an
indication of organic fraction within the same instrument [27]. Raw data was time aligned
to the SMPS time, accounting for discrepancies in low-cost sensor timings.
A scanning particle mobility sizer (SPMS) was used as a laboratory grade comparison
instrument for particles ranging from 12–552 nm and a time resolution of 60 min, thus a
moving average of 60 min was used to assess the urban background site for all instruments.
This was performed by taking the moving average over 60 min for all samples analysed
for LDSAN , LDSAC , BC, and BrC. The SMPS had a separate inlet adjacent to the low-cost
instrument inlet. The SMPS and low-cost setup could not use the same inlet as the SMPS
was being used for multiple studies within BAQS, with a sample inlet tailor specifically for
the SPMS flow rate.
Equation (1) was used to calculate the average LDSA from the raw SMPS data (LDSAS )
and assumes particles are spherical.
LDSAS =

∑ ni ·π · Di 2 ·η LD
Total Number of Bins

(1)

ni is the number of particles in bin i, and Di is the midpoint particle diameter of the ith
bin. The surface area calculated (ni πDi 2 ) is then weighted to the lung deposition efficiency
(η LD ) determined for each bin from the Multiple-Path Particle Dosimetry Model [28]. The
average over all bins is calculated to give an average LDSA for the SMPS data (LDSAS )
based on spherical, solid particles.
Ratios between instrumentations were taken by dividing the moving averages by the
corresponding metric to give LDSAN to LDSAC values, and LDSAC to BC/BrC or LDSAN
to BC/BrC fractions.
The semi-volatile fraction is determined by subtraction rather than direct measurement,
thus introducing error that could be present in individual instrumentation, as well as
particle loss through the CS. Both errors are accounted for in the discussion. The semivolatile fraction comes from subtracting the LDSAC from the LDSAN values, as LDSAC is
the solid fraction and LDSAN is a measurement of all particles, including the semi-volatile
fraction and the solid fraction.
The instrument set-up throughout the duration of the three months remained the
same, but two specific events are highlighted here to explicitly examine semi-volatile and
solid events. The two detailed sampling periods took place over Saturday–Tuesday (18–21
January 2020) and Monday–Wednesday (2–4 March 2020). Both events analysed here are
prior to any UK lockdown due to COVID-19. The two periods were chosen to highlight
the two extremes of the semi-volatile fractions measured throughout the three months of
sampling. The fraction of semi-volatile events fluctuated throughout the sampling period,
but the two sampling periods chosen gave the longest assessment period available.
3. Results and Discussion
The BAQS location was chosen to allow for a variety of urban background particle
events to be measured. It is offset from motorways but adjacent to a railway with thick
foliage between the site and the train tracks. Many urban studies focus on direct emissions
or direct urban pollution events, but here, the study is focused on background concentrations that do not have a direct emission source and are subject to mixing and dilution.
Additionally, the data shows how a catalytic stripper can be used to provide additional
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Figure 3. Solid particle event shown for 17 January 2020 at 18:00 to 21 January 2022 at 18:00 for
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Figure 3 shows the laboratory-grade and low-cost sensor time series during Period 1
for LDSAS (Figure 3a); BC and BrC (Figure 3b, right axis); LDSAC and LDSAN (Figure 3b,
left axis); and CO2 (Figure 3c) were measured concentrations all become elevated from
background levels throughout Period 1. Figure S1 shows the LDSAS , LDSAN , LDSAC data
for Period 1 on the same plot to highlight the relative LDSA values throughout the sampling
period. The relative concentration is slightly higher for the LDSAS during Period 1. This
correlation is evident in Figure 4a. All LDSA measurements peak around 40 µm2 /cm3 ,
typical of ranges measured along street canyons and urban centres with relatively good

typical of ranges measured along street canyons and urban centres with relatively good
air quality [18,29]. There is a CO2 concentration difference of 75 ppm from background,
and the maximum BrC and BC concentrations (~3000 ng/m3) reached in Period 1 were six
times higher than average background concentrations (500 ng/m3). The increase in CO2
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Figure 4 details the correlation coefficients and coefficient of determination between
all particle instruments during Period 1. The CO2 correlations to the MA200 UV and IR
wavelengths and the Naneos’ instruments are shown in Figure S2. Figure 4a,b,i show
good inter-LDSA correlation (R2 > 0.86), whereas correlation between LDSA and BC/BrC
measures (Figure 4c–h) is lower (0.67 < R2 < 0.73).
In addition to the particulate data, wind speed, temperature and relative humidity data from the Meteorological Office were available for the entire period, shown in
Figures S3 and S4.
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Figure 5. Semi-volatile particle event during 2nd March 2020 at 18:00 to 4th March 2020 at 18:00.
shown for (a) SMPS (LDSAS ), (b) LDSAN and LDSAC (left axis), BC and BrC (right axis), and (c) CO2 .
Data shown for (a) SMPS (LDSA
S), (b) LDSAN and LDSAC (left axis), BC and BrC (right axis), and
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2 of
35 ppm during this time has been identified by Kramer et al., at this site as fluctuations
due to boundary layer changes [33]. In this instance, particles are likely to be semi-volatile
organic compounds, illustrated with significant difference between LDSAN and LDSAC
measurements in Figure 4b, corroborated other findings from research at the BAQS. As
reported by others, the low concentration of particles measured at the BAQS makes it
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isons during this time, with CO2 correlations shown in Figure S2. In Figure 6 the LDSAS
data is plotted with a blue axis, the BC data with a black, dotted axis, and the BrC with a
purple axis. The Naneos data is plotted with a green axis for the LDSAN data and a black,
solid axis for the LDSAC data. LDSAS is compared to the low-cost instruments in Figure
6a–d. Intercomparisons of low-cost sensors for BC to LDSAN and LDSAC are shown
in
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Figure 6e,f, and for BrC to LDSAN and LDSAC in Figure 6g,h. Figure 6i is a comparison
between the two Naneos instruments. The correlations in Figure 6 are used throughout
the discussion. During the semi-volatile period, the LDSAN and LDSAS correlations redifficult to give
an accurate source apportionment. However, work is ongoing to improve
main high (R2 > 0.85), whereas the LDSAC, BC, and BrC correlations (Figure 6c–h) to
these models [17,33].
The source apportionment and daily variances are detailed only for
LDSAS decline (R2 < 0.6) compared to the solid-particle event.
context as this is not the focus of this research.
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The panel shown in Figure 6 depicts the linear regressions for all instrument comparisons during this time, with CO2 correlations shown in Figure S2. In Figure 6 the LDSAS
data is plotted with a blue axis, the BC data with a black, dotted axis, and the BrC with
a purple axis. The Naneos data is plotted with a green axis for the LDSAN data and a
black, solid axis for the LDSAC data. LDSAS is compared to the low-cost instruments in
Figure 6a–d. Intercomparisons of low-cost sensors for BC to LDSAN and LDSAC are shown
in Figure 6e,f, and for BrC to LDSAN and LDSAC in Figure 6g,h. Figure 6i is a comparison
between the two Naneos instruments. The correlations in Figure 6 are used throughout the
discussion. During the semi-volatile period, the LDSAN and LDSAS correlations remain
high (R2 > 0.85), whereas the LDSAC , BC, and BrC correlations (Figure 6c–h) to LDSAS
decline (R2 < 0.6) compared to the solid-particle event.
3.1. Catalytic Stripper with Low-Cost Instruments
Periods 1 and 2 highlight the two extreme types of events that have been measured at
the BAQS during the three-month sampling period: solid events and semi-volatile events,
respectively. In Period 1, the two Naneos’ would have a similar particle vs. time series
profile in Figure 3, as there would not be semi-volatile particles for the CS to remove. A
sample that had a large fraction of semi-volatile particles, such as Period 2 in Figure 5,
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would show a large discrepancy in the data due to a significant fraction of the sample
having semi-volatile components. The two specific periods of time were chosen to illustrate
how low-cost, handheld devices can be used for long-term monitoring for a range of
particle events, and how introducing a CS increases the information gained for these types
of particle sensors.
There is some merit for calculating the solid component of a sample by using a massbased instrument, such as an MA200. However, this metric cannot be compared directly
to an instrument such as a Naneos or a particle counter as they measure different aerosol
characteristics. Using a mass-based instrument is still useful in aerosol studies, but by using
two Naneos instruments and a catalytic stripper, researchers can experimentally calculate
the fraction of the sample that is volatile, or solid, for use in a variety of applications.
Figure 5 shows that up to 75% of the incoming aerosol sample is volatile (removed via
CS) during the peak concentration, a result in the difference between LDSAC and LDSAN ,
and further highlighted with peak LDSA differences. LDSAN peaked at 22.6 µg2 /cm3
whereas LDSAC peaked at 5.8 µg2 /cm3 , further supported by Figure 6i, where the linear
regression coefficient of 0.19 for LDSAC to LDSAN is significantly reduced compared to
Figure 4i (0.89). The correlation between the MA200 and Naneos instruments can also be
used to understand additional information about the solid particles within the sample,
such as solid mass and solid LDSA metrics. By removing the fraction of particles that
were semi-volatile, the LDSAC and LDSAN to BC correlation slope increased, as seen in
Figure 6e,f (34 to 195, respectively), indicating that BC particles were a small portion of the
total particles sampled. A similar trend is noted for BrC in Figure 6g,h.
During a solid event, such as Period 1 shown in Figure 3, there is a difference in
LDSA between the LDSAN and LDSAC measurements of up to 4.5 µg2 /cm3 , or 13% of the
nanoparticles during peak concentrations. This is either due to a particle loss within the
CS or a drift in calibration. However, background concentrations, shown at the beginning
of the sampling period, are within 1% of each other, and both instruments remain highly
correlated to each other with the slope of the linear regression of 0.89 and correlation
R2 = 0.99 throughout the sampling period for LDSAC to LDSAN . Therefore, this difference
is likely due to a small fraction of semi-volatile particles sampled. The correlations between
the MA200 and Naneos instruments remain relatively similar (Figure 4e–h) with slopes
having a much narrower range from 58–74 than during Period 2 (Figure 6e–h) ranging
from 34–215. Compared to Figure 6e–h, the BC/BrC and LDSA regressions in Period 1
are not significantly affected by the CS, further supporting that Period 1 is a carbon-based
particle event.
The combination of these two sampling periods show that a CS can remove the semivolatile component of an incoming sample while having minimal nanoparticle loss. The
use of the CS for solid nanoparticle detection appears robust even when using exclusively
handheld, low-cost particle instruments providing scope for wider use of this technique.
3.2. Intercomparison of Particle Instruments
3.2.1. Low-Cost Instruments Compared to SMPS
LDSAS was compared to the handheld instrument’s data in Figure 4a–d for Period
1. Figure 4a correlates the LDSAN to LDSAS and Figure 4b correlations LDSAC to LDSAS .
The difference between correlations is attributed to the fraction of particles removed by
the CS. The LDSAN (a) had a better correlation to the LDSAS compared to the LDSAC (b)
with a linear regression coefficient of 0.76 and 0.69, respectively. This relationship, along
with the LDSAN and LDSAC intercomparison in Figure 4i, confirms there is a fraction
of semi-volatile particles during Period 1, yet the majority of particles were solid. The
inter-comparisons to the LDSAS are within the error of the instrument (30%). The BC/BrC
is plotted against the LDSAS (Figure 4c,d), as they give a reference for the linear regression
coefficients that are determined with a laboratory-grade instrument.
The correlation during Period 2 between the LDSAN and LDSAC to the LDSAS (Figure 6a,b) are significantly different compared to Period 1 with linear regression coefficients
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of 1.5 and 0.32, respectively. The difference between these two correlations emphasizes
the influence of semi-volatile components on particle measurements, and that with a high
fraction of semi-volatiles, the LDSAN has a higher calculated LDSA than the LDSAS data
during Period 2. This could be due to differences in the lung deposition efficiency calculated internally by the Naneos instrument compared to the efficiency curved used in this
analysis. Lung deposition efficiency is dependent on the functionality and structure of
particles, thus differences in assumed particles could lead to different deposition curves
applied to calculate the LDSA [34]. Figure 6c,d are plotted to show the laboratory-grade
correlation between LDSA and BC and BrC, respectively. With this, uncertainty between
low-cost instrument during the low-cost comparison below can be isolated.
3.2.2. Intercomparison with Low-Cost Instruments
As previously discussed, there is little discrepancy between the two Naneos’ during
Period 1. An intercomparison between handheld instruments shows the BC and LDSAC
(Figure 4f) have similar slopes to the BC and LDSAN (Figure 4e) at 73.8 and 64.0, respectively. The difference between the two is due to the semi-volatile fraction (~13%) during
this time. The linear regression coefficient differences from Figure 4c to Figure 4e,f are
a result of the LDSAC /LDSAN to LDSAS correlations. The coefficients decrease for BrC
(Figure 4g,h) by 10% compared to BC but the relationship between the two Naneos’ is
maintained, reinforcing that the semi-volatile fraction can also be measured by a difference in BrC data. As shown with the comparison between LDSAN or LDSAC to LDSAS ,
the assumptions made for the lung deposition efficiency and applied to calculate LDSA
could influence comparisons between different types of instruments and raw data. Using
two identical instruments that calculate LDSA in an identical manner permits a more
consistent comparison.
The direct comparison between low-cost sensors enables significant shifts in particle
composition to me measured. The linear regression coefficient for the LDSAC to BC
is 6 times greater than the LDSAN to BC slope (Figure 6e vs. Figure 6f, 195 vs. 34).
When compared to a known background concentration, the difference between LDSAC
and LDSAN correlations to BC can be indicative of changing particle composition. The
difference represents that a significant portion of the particles have been removed from the
sample stream and thus the aerosols have large semi-volatile fraction. This is a similar result
when comparing this correlation to the laboratory-grade correlation shown in Figure 6c,
corroborating the low-cost relationship. The BrC during Period 2 is slightly higher than
the BC, 5% during peak concentrations (Figure 5b), and therefore the data shown in
Figure 6g,h have increased correlation coefficients compared to BC (Figure 6d,f). However,
the difference is not significant, once again showing that the semi-volatile fraction can be
shown with differences in BrC concentrations.
3.3. Co-Analysis Using Multiple Low-Cost Sensors
3.3.1. LDSA Ratios
The instrument setup for this study gives a novel, low-cost approach to understand
the semi-volatile fraction of the incoming sample. Examining the ratio of the CS Naneos to
the No CS Naneos gives an indication of the fraction of semi-volatiles within the aerosol
sampled. If the ratio of the LDSAC to LDSAN concentrations is near unity, it indicates
the incoming particles are solid, but if the ratio is significantly less than unity, this reveals
the presence of a high fraction of semi-volatile particles. Figure 7 shows the ratio of
LDSAC and LDSAN for Periods 1 and 2, grey and green, respectively. The ratio gives a
quantifiable indication of the fraction of volatile particles within a sample. The ratio in
Period 1 fluctuates around 0.88, meaning the LDSAN particles are consistently slightly
higher than the LDSAC . An average ratio of 0.88 throughout the sampling period indicates
very few semi-volatile particles were present. The normalised time series of the ratios
allow for easier identification of semi-volatile measurements with fluctuations within the
plotted ratio, rather than comparing absolute concentrations such as in Figure 3. A study by
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3.3.2. LDSA and BC Ratios
The differences between the solid particle characteristics can be explored from a
mass-based instrument, such as an MA200, and on an LDSA basis from a Naneos instrument for both periods. The solid mass and solid LDSA (LDSAC) correlations show that in
Period 1, Figure 4f, the increase in absolute LDSAC values elicited a higher absolute solidmass measurement, compared to Period 2, Figure 6f. However, the solid-mass measurements did not decrease proportionately with LDSAC from Period 1 to Period 2. The lower
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3.3.2. LDSA and BC Ratios
The differences between the solid particle characteristics can be explored from a massbased instrument, such as an MA200, and on an LDSA basis from a Naneos instrument for
both periods. The solid mass and solid LDSA (LDSAC ) correlations show that in Period
1, Figure 4f, the increase in absolute LDSAC values elicited a higher absolute solid-mass
measurement, compared to Period 2, Figure 6f. However, the solid-mass measurements
did not decrease proportionately with LDSAC from Period 1 to Period 2. The lower
mass to LDSA correlation during Period 1 could be a direct result of measuring fresher,
combustion-based particles, which is further supported by assessing the low-cost LDSA
to BC ratio probability distributions in comparison to other studies using laboratorygrade instrumentation.
As previous research has shown, the relationship between BC and LDSA is important
for understanding particle health impacts and for source apportionment [18]. Recently,
this has been performed with laboratory-grade instruments, but here, for the first time,
handheld instruments used together to calculate this ratio. The probability distribution
is shown for the LDSA to BC ratio in Figure 9 for both solid (Figure 9a, Period 1) and
semi-volatile (Figure 9b, Period 2) dominant events. The ratio distribution remains fairly
constant and bimodal during Period 1, for both LDSA ratios, showing similar results
to the laboratory-grade instruments for near-road ratios [18]. However, Period 2 had
drastically different distributions for the LDSAC and LDSAN to BC ratios. When the
semi-volatile species were removed, the probability distribution was predominately a
Gaussian distribution, representative of constant background measurements, whereas
Atmosphere 2022, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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4. Conclusions
The work presented provides a data assessment technique for using multiple lowcost sensors to gain additional information about the physio-chemical characteristics of
particles. By using a catalytic stripper with two LDSA instruments, the fraction of semivolatile can be calculated, useful for source apportionment, atmospheric modelling, health
studies, and long-term environmental evaluation. The correlation between BC/BrC to
LDSAC and BC/BrC to LDSAN is reliant on the fraction of semi-volatiles in the sample.
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4. Conclusions
The work presented provides a data assessment technique for using multiple low-cost
sensors to gain additional information about the physio-chemical characteristics of particles.
By using a catalytic stripper with two LDSA instruments, the fraction of semi-volatile can
be calculated, useful for source apportionment, atmospheric modelling, health studies,
and long-term environmental evaluation. The correlation between BC/BrC to LDSAC
and BC/BrC to LDSAN is reliant on the fraction of semi-volatiles in the sample. During
semi-volatile events, the linear regression coefficient was six times higher for the BC/BrC to
LDSAC than the BC/BrC to LDSAN , representative of there being a high portion of particles
being removed by the CS. However, during solid events, the correlation slopes for LDSAC
and LDSAN to BC (MA 200 IR) are comparable (74 and 64, respectively), representing little
semi-volatile removal from the largely solid aerosol.
The data presented at this urban background site showed that the semi-volatile fraction
ranges from 10–80% of the particles measured throughout the first 3 months of 2020, prior to
any COVID-19 travel restrictions. The distribution of the LDSAC to LDSAN ratio for Periods
1 and 2 can also help characterize the source of the particles with Gaussian distributions
representative of urban background particles (Period 2, CS Naneos), whereas multimodal
distributions, such as in Period 1, are more characteristic of fresh, combustion-based
particles. The LDSAC to LDSAN ratio corroborated this with a ratio near unity for Period
1, compared to during Period 2 where the ratio averaged 0.34. The LDSAC to LDSAN
ratio gives a quick and valuable insight to the types of particles being measured on a
long-term basis.
The distribution of LDSA to BC ratios for both sampling periods highlight the ability to
acquire this metric in a low-cost manner. The probability distribution for a solid sampling
event, Period 1, was found to be multimodal, reflective of previous studies monitoring
urban LDSA to BC ratios using laboratory-grade instrumentation. For Period 2, the LDSAC
to BC ratio distribution showed no characteristic pattern, representative of particles that are
highly variable in nature. The LDSAN to BC displayed a unimodal lognormal distribution
typical for background concentrations
The analysis used here provides a more economical analysis of the relationship between particle mass and black carbon. In comparison, this set up is an order of magnitude
less expensive than typical laboratory setups to measure the same metrics. Due to the
low-cost nature and size of this setup, particles can be monitored in broader applications of
atmospheric research contributing to important health and environmental studies.
Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/atmos13050747/s1, Figure S1: LDSAS (blue), LDSAN (green),
LDSAC (black) shown for Period 1 to highlight relative LDSA sampled with laboratory grade
instrumentation and low-cost sensors.; Figure S2: Correlation between instruments and CO2 for
the two sampling periods.; Figure S3: Meteorological Office data for wind speed, temperature,
and relative humidity from 17th January 2020 at 18:00 to 21st January 2020 at 18:00.; Figure S4:
Meteorological Office data for wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity from 2nd March
2020 at 18:00 to 4th March 2020 18:00.; Figure S5: LDSAS (blue), LDSAN (green), LDSAC (black)
shown for Period 2 to highlight relative LDSA sampled with laboratory grade instrumentation and
low-cost sensors.
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